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This image released by Warner Bros Entertainment shows Sam Claflin, left, and
Emilia Clarke in a scene from “Me Before You.”— AP

The heroes in a half shell return for more halfhearted fun in
“Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows.” Every
bit as noisy, brain-numbing and lowbrow as its predecessor,

the Michael Bay production never strays from basic blockbuster
formula. It’s fast food entertainment destined for a short run atop
the box office charts and an even shorter lifespan in the pop cul-
ture zeitgeist. Although the franchise has remained active in ani-
mation and video games through the years, the heroic quartet
named after famed Renaissance painters-Leonardo, Raphael,
Donatello and Michelangelo-went dormant in live action films for
two decades, until 2014’s “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” resur-
rected the phenomenon. 

At the time, some longtime fans took issue with reinventing the
turtles as motion capture-animated heroes, especially in the con-
text of a sleek, soulless, steel-crushing action extravaganza a la
Bay’s “Transformers” productions. But worldwide audiences didn’t
seem to mind one bit, and the film brought in just under half a bil-
lion in global grosses. Even with that success, a few (arguably)
notable changes were made for the follow-up. Director Dave
Green (a relative newcomer whose only feature credit is the family
sci-fi pic “Earth to Echo”) assumes helming duties from Jonathan
Liebesman, the roles of villain Shredder and his henchwoman
Karai have been recast (with Brian Tee and Brittany Ishibashi,
respectively) and Johnny Knoxville no longer voices Leonardo (the
duties are assumed by his mo-cap portrayer Pete Ploszek, with
Noel Fisher, Jeremy Howard and Alan Ritchson back as
Michelangelo, Donatello and Raphael). 

Generic placeholders
Not that any of it matters much when visual spectacle still takes

precedence over coherent plotting, and the human characters
retain all the gravitas of generic placeholders who accidentally
made it into the shooting script. The basics of the plot-a term that
can only be used very loosely-go something like this: Shredder
enlists the help of nerdy mad scientist Baxter Stockman (Tyler Perry,
trying to have fun and getting nowhere) to open up a portal to
another dimension, where the nefarious mutant blob Krang (voiced
by Brad Garrett) plots to escape and take over Earth. But enterpris-

ing journalist April O’Neil (Megan Fox, seemingly even more disin-
terested than before) catches on and alerts our turtle heroes to
fight back. Unfortunately, even after they saved the city in the last
film, the turtles are resigned to living a secret  life in the sewers, and
April’s wisecracking cameraman Vern (Will Arnett, the most digni-
fied human here) becomes the public face of their actions. Still,
they’re visible enough that they catch the eye of aspiring detective
Casey Jones (Stephen Amell, nothing but sarcasm) and eventually
police chief Rebecca Vincent (Laura Linney, who must have lost one
hell of a bet). — Reuters

This image released by Paramount Pictures shows, from left, Donatello, Michelangelo, Leonardo and Raphael in a scene
from “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows. — AP

Well, I cried anyway. I cried even
though halfway through “Me Before
You,” I swore to myself I wouldn’t,

because the movie felt overly broad, overly
simplistic, lacking depth both in characteriza-
tion and in treatment of the serious issues it
raises. At the end, I still thought all those things
... but the tears came anyway. It seems that
some movies - particularly those featuring
young, passionate, suffering people - are des-
tined to get the waterworks going no matter
how well (or not) they tell their story.

That story is already known, of course, to
fans of the novel by Jojo Moyes, who adapted
her book here. Like the (better) 2014 tearjerker
“The Fault in Our Stars,” this film version,
directed by Thea Sharrock, probably is a slam
dunk for the book’s fans, who will likely be cry-
ing from the first scene. For the rest of us, it’s a
bit of a harder sell. Certainly, the couple at the
center of the heartbreak is appealing; both
Emilia Clarke (“Game of Thrones”) and Sam
Claflin (“The Hunger Games”) have beautiful
smiles. But especially in the case of Clarke, that
smile - a very wide one - is relied upon way

too much, with the camera often lingering for
long seconds during which we could actually
have been, say, learning something more
about her character.

Few skills
Clarke plays Louisa, an amiable cafe wait-

ress in an English town. We meet her on the
day she loses her job, throwing her struggling
extended family into turmoil. Louisa - or Lou,
as she’s called - has few skills but manages to
get an interview at the grand Traynor estate. It
turns out the job entails caring for the son of
the family, Will. We’ve met Will in the prologue;
he was a dashing, supremely handsome
London banker with a taste for extreme sports
when one day, he left home (and his sexy
blonde girlfriend) and was hit by a motorcycle,
paralyzing him from the neck down.

After a brief interview with Will’s mother
(the excellent Janet McTeer), Lou gets the job.
Her task will be to provide cheer, since Will’s
medical needs are already tended to by a
nurse (though the movie shows hardly any of
this). But Will is bitter and mostly silent.  — AP

After winning the best actress Oscar for
“Room,” Brie Larson has her sights on
another marvelous role. Sources tell

Variety Larson is in early talks to play Captain
Marvel, one of Marvel’s most popular female
superheroes, in an upcoming standalone film. It’s
unknown where negotiations stand, but sources
have told Variety that Larson is their first choice,
and that she’s leaning toward playing the part.

Marvel had no comment on the story. No

director is currently on board. Marvel, however,
had always planned to have an actress lined up
early, with the idea of possibly introducing her in
one of its upcoming films before its “Captain
Marvel” movie bows. Related ‘Captain Marvel’
Movie Eyes ‘Guardians of the Galaxy,’ ‘Inside Out’
Writers “Inside Out” scribe Meg LeFauve and
Nicole Perlman are currently writing the script,
which follows 

Carol Danvers, an air force pilot whose DNA is
fused with that of an alien during an accident.
The resulting alteration imbues her with the
super powers of strength, energy project and
flight. Kevin Feige is producing the pic. Larson
has been choosing both big-budget spectacles,
like the upcoming “Kong: Skull Island,” and pres-
tige films, such as “Room” and “The Glass Castle,”
which she is currently filming. She can be seen
next in Ben Wheatley’s “Free Fire” opposite Armie
Hammer. She is repped by WME and Authentic
Talent and Literary Management. — Reuters

Following record-breaking sales, Ubisoft is
already developing a movie based on its video
game “Tom Clancy’s the Division,” and now

looks to have an A-list star to lead the film. Sources
tell Variety that Jake Gyllenhaal is attached to star in
the pic based on the hit video game that has
already become Ubisoft’s fastest-selling product.
Gyllenhaal is also attached as a producer, and the
studio is currently looking for a writer to pen the
adaptation. Ubisoft could not be reached for com-
ment. Related Jake Gyllenhaal’s ‘Nocturnal Animals’
Lands Awards Season Release Date

Developed and published by Ubisoft, with assis-
tance from Red Storm Entertainment, for Microsoft
Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, the third-
person shooter is set in a dystopian New York City
in the aftermath of a smallpox pandemic. The player, who is an agent of the Strategic Homeland
Division, commonly referred to as simply “The Division,” is tasked with helping to rebuild the
Division’s operations in Manhattan, investigating the nature of the outbreak and combating crimi-
nal activity in its wake. — Reuters

Jake Gyllenhaal


